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L-J Andrew meets the creative team behind multifaceted interior design firm Slayman Design
Associates and Slayman Cinema

F

rom fine homes and estate-level projects,
to contemporary corporate environments,
Slaymans have worked on properties featuring
bespoke boudoirs to gourmet kitchens and
lavish landscapes to plush private cinemas. Lisa Slayman
and the teams at Slayman Design and Slayman Cinema
deliver iconic, awe-inspiring elegance. Utilising the best
craftspeople in the world to fuse their talent with the finest
materials, fabrics, and technologies, Slayman’s projects
transcend, transport and captivate the senses, evoking both
an essence of elegance and a sense of ease.
Working closely with trade specialists and property
owners, the team create visually stunning environments that
reflect the personality and style of the home’s occupants.
Exquisite materials, luxe fabrics, and one-of-a-kind touches
proffer a sense of opulence. With an unmatched eye for the
finest and most unique designs influenced from around the
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world, Slayman’s spaces elevate, aiming to inspire and evoke a
sense of luxury and comfort for all.
Private cinemas are one of the most coveted rooms in the
home. They are a place to escape the world and simply enjoy
the art of entertainment. Blockbuster movies come to life
and concerts deliver sound that rivals being there in-person.
E-sports and gaming are far more engaging and immersive.
Quiet time with a good book is even more peaceful.
Slayman Cinema specialises in orchestrating the delicate
balance between design and technology of these specialised
environments, creating the most frequented, entertaining,
and memorable rooms in the home that bring friends
and family together. Slayman’s knowledge of technology
and experience working with top residential technology
specialists, is virtually unrivalled and most definitely
unparalleled.

Slayman Design Associates and Slayman Cinema comprise an award-winning and multifaceted interior design firm
offering an unprecedented level of creativity and expertise, delivered with white-glove service
for exclusive clientele.
slaymandesign.com
slaymancinema.com

